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A complete menu of Hibachi Buffet from Moulton covering all 18 menus and drinks can be found here on the food
list. For seasonal or weekly deals, please get in touch via phone or use the contact details provided on the

website. What Kitizah Arlene Johnson likes about Hibachi Buffet:
The food this buffet never disappoints. It is restocked frequently and is always fresh. We did not have to wait for

a table and that is always a plus when you have a 4-year-old with you. There are plenty of items that children
like. read more. In beautiful weather you can even eat in the outdoor area, and there is no-charge WLAN. The

rooms on site are accessible, and therefore no problem for visitors with wheelchairs or physical disabilities. What
Brandi Shankle doesn't like about Hibachi Buffet:

My husband and I have been here MANY times and the last few times we have said we aren’t going back.
However, tonight was IT!!! It’s pretty pathetic when you ask if you can order off the menu, and the main man

laughes AT YOU!!! I didn’t order, we ate off the bar and the food was extremely hard.NEVER AGAIN!!!Everything
was Dirty, while not one person was there.This store doesn’t deserve 1 star!!! ? read more. Hibachi Buffet from

Moulton is a good place for a bar to a drink after work and be able to sit with friends or alone, among the
specialties of this establishment are especially the Maki and Inside-Out. Of course, the right drink with a meal
can be crucial; this gastropub provides a wide selection of tasty and regional alcoholic beverages like beer or

wine, and it's made with lots of fresh vegetables, fish and meat, healthy Japanese meals prepared.
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Sush� Roll�
SUSHI

Lam� & Hähnche�
SWEET AND SOUR

Chicke� dishe�
SWEET AND SOUR CHICKEN

Fla� Angebot�
ANGEBOT

Side� an� �tra�
COCONUT SHRIMP

�tra�
GINGER

DIPPING SAUCE

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
FISH

ICE CREAM

NOODLES

Ingredient� Use�
SEAFOOD

PRAWNS

CHICKEN

SALMON

MEAT
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